
February 2023 New Adult Fiction Books 

The Blackout Book Club - Amy Lynn Green  

"The Blackout Book Club will be a Homefront WWII novel set amid a community book 

club in a small coastal Maine town". 

 

 

 

Code Name Sapphire - Pam Jenoff 

"Hannah Martel has narrowly escaped Nazi Germany after her fiancé was killed in a 

pogrom. When her ship bound for America is turned away at port, she has nowhere to go 

but to her cousin Lily, who lives with her family in Brussels. Fearful for her life, Hannah is 

desperate to get out of occupied Europe. But with no safe way to leave, she must return 

to the dangerous underground work she thought she had left behind". 

 

Decent People - De'Shawn Charles Winslow 

When three siblings are found shot to death in the still-segregated town of West Mills, 

North Carolina, in 1976, and the white authorities show no interest in solving the case, 

Josephine Wright sets out to prove the innocence of her childhood sweetheart,Olympus 

"Lymp" Seymore, the murder victims' half-brother and the leading suspect in the case. 

 

 

Encore in Death - J.D. Robb  

"The homicide cop with a passion for justice returns in the captivating crime thriller series 

by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. It was a glittering event full of A-listers, 

hosted by Eliza Lane and Brant Fitzhugh, a celebrity couple who'd conquered both 

Hollywood and Broadway. And now Eve Dallas has made her entrance-but not as a 

guest. After raising a toast, Fitzhugh fell to the floor and died, with physical symptoms 

pointing to cyanide, and the police have crashed the party. From all accounts, he wasn't 

the kind of star who made enemies. Everyone loved him-even his ex-wife. And since the champagne 

cocktail that killed him was originally intended for Eliza, it's possible she was the real target, with a 

recently fired assistant, a bitter rival, and an obsessed fan in the picture. With so many attendees, 

staff, and servers, Eve has her work cut out determining who committed murder in the middle of the 

crowd-and what was their motivation. As one who's not fond of the spotlight herself, she dreads the 

media circus surrounding a case like this. All she wants is to figure out who's truly innocent, and 

who's only acting that way ...". 

 

 

 



Exiles - Jane Harper  

"New York Times bestselling author Jane Harper is back with a new mystery featuring 

Aaron Falk, the detective from the bestseller and major motion picture The Dry. At a busy 

festival site on a warm spring night, a baby lies alone in her stroller, her mother vanishing 

into the crowds. A year on, Kim Gillespie's absence casts a long shadow as her friends 

and loved ones gather deep in the heart of South Australian wine country to welcome a 

new addition to the family. Joining the celebrations is federal investigator Aaron Falk. But 

as he soaks up life in the lush valley, he begins to suspect this tight-knit group may be more fractured 

than it seems. Between Falk's closest friend, a missing mother, and a woman he's drawn to, dark 

questions linger as long-ago truths begin to emerge". 

Heart Bones - Colleen Hoover  

"After a childhood filled with poverty and neglect, Beyah Grim finally has her hard-earned 

ticket out of Kentucky with a full ride to Penn State. But two months before she's finally 

free to change her life for the better, an unexpected death leaves her homeless and 

forced to spend the remainder of her summer in Texas with a father she barely knows. 

Devastated and anxious for the summer to go by quickly, Beyah has no time or patience 

for Samson, the wealthy, brooding guy next door. Yet, the connection between them is too 

intense to ignore. But with their upcoming futures sending them to opposite ends of the country, the 

two decide to maintain only a casual summer fling. Too bad neither has any idea that a rip current is 

about to drag both their hearts out to sea". 

Hell Bent - Leigh Bardugo 

"Alex Stern returns in #1 New York Times bestselling author Leigh Bardugo's Hell Bent, 

another tale of murder and dark magic set among the Ivy League elite. Galaxy "Alex" 

Stern is determined to break Darlington out of hell-even if it costs her a future at Lethe 

and at Yale. But Alex is playing with forces far beyond her control, and when faculty 

members begin to die off, she knows these aren't just accidents. Something deadly is at 

work in New Haven, and if Alex is going to survive, she'll have to reckon with the 

monsters of her past and a darkness built into the university's very walls". 

How to Be a Wallflower - Eloisa James  

"Miss Cleopatra Lewis visits a costume emporium specially to order unflattering dresses 

guaranteed to put off any prospective suitors--and ends up purchasing the establishment. 

Powerful and charismatic American Jacob Astor Addison is furious when a she-devil 

masquerading as an English lady steals Quimby's Costume Emporium from under his 

nose. Jake strikes a devil's bargain, offering to design her "wallflower wardrobe" and 

giving Cleo the chance to design his. Cleo can't resist the fun of clothing the rough-hewn 

American in feathers and flowers. And somehow in the middle of their lively competition, Jake 

becomes her closest friend. It isn't until Cleo becomes the toast of all society that Jake realizes she's 

stolen his fiercely guarded heart. But unlike the noblemen at her feet, he doesn't belong in her refined 

and cultures world. Caught between the demands of honor and desire, Jake would give up everything 

to be with the woman he loves--if she'll have him!". 

 

 

 



How to Sell a Haunted House - Grady Hendrix  

"New York Times bestselling author Grady Hendrix takes on the haunted house in a 

hilarious and terrifying new novel that explores the way your past-and your family-can 

haunt you like nothing else ... Louise's parents have passed away, and she's returning to 

the small Southern town where she grew up to get their house ready to sell. It means 

she'll have to spend time with her younger brother-and their old grudges make that a 

terrifying prospect. But childhood hurts pale in comparison to the dangers posed by what 

still lives inside the house". 

Maame - Jessica George 

" "An utterly charming and deeply moving portrait of the joys--and the guilt--of trying to 

find your own way in life." --Celeste Ng, #1 New York Times bestselling author "Meeting 

Maame feels like falling in love for the first time: warm, awkward, joyous, a little bit 

heartbreaking and, most of all, unforgettable." --Xochitl Gonzalez, New York Times 

bestselling author of Olga Dies Dreaming Maame (ma-meh) has many meanings in Twi 

but in my case, it means woman. It's fair to say that Maddie's life in London is far from 

rewarding. With a mother who spends most of her time in Ghana (yet still somehow manages to be 

overbearing), Maddie is the primary caretaker for her father, who suffers from advanced stage 

Parkinson's. At work, her boss is a nightmare and Maddie is tired of always being the only Black 

person in every meeting. When her mum returns from her latest trip to Ghana, Maddie leaps at the 

chance to get out of the family home and finally start living. A self-acknowledged late bloomer, she's 

ready to experience some important "firsts": She finds a flat share, says yes to after-work drinks, 

pushes for more recognition in her career, and throws herself into the bewildering world of internet 

dating. But it's not long before tragedy strikes, forcing Maddie to face the true nature of her 

unconventional family, and the perils--and rewards--of putting her heart on the line. Smart, funny, and 

deeply affecting, Jessica George's Maame deals with the themes of our time with humor and 

poignancy: from familial duty and racism, to female pleasure, the complexity of love, and the life-

saving power of friendship. Most important, it explores what it feels like to be torn between two homes 

and cultures-and it celebrates finally being able to find where you belong". 

The Make-Up Test - Jenny L. Howe 

"One to Watch meets Beach Read in Jenny L. Howe's smart, swoony debut The Make-

Up Test, in which two exes find themselves battling against each other-and their 

unresolved feelings-for a spot in a prestigious Ph.D. program.". 

 

 

The Magpie Key - Sarah Painter 

"Black water, dark skies, a reckoning like no other A new threat has sailed in on the tide 

and is haunting the waterways of London. DCI Fleet is struggling to control his gift and 

can no longer tell reality from illusion. Meanwhile, Uncle Charlie is making trouble from his 

prison cell, proving how hard it is to keep a Crow caged. Worst of all, the truce between 

London's four magical Families lies in ruins. If Lydia can't rebuild it, and fast, all will be 

lost. London is Lydia Crow's roost... But for how long?". 

 



 

More Than Meets the Eye - Roy Johansen and Iris Johansen 

"Serial killer James Michael Barrett leads a grim parade of police officers, FBI agents, 

and forensics into the woods of Pine Valley, forty-five miles east of San Diego. At the end 

of the second week of his high-profile murder trial, he has struck a plea deal with the 

prosecution: he'll reveal the location of his last victim's body in exchange for the D.A. 

taking the death penalty off the table. As they reach the site, a light rain begins to fall, and 

Barrett points to the spot. They swing the shovels down and hear a strange metallic 

sound. BOOM! A terrific explosion rocks the woods, killing Barrett and most of the officers instantly. 

One of the victims is FBI agent Cynthia Strode, a friend of Kendra Michaels. An even closer friend, 

Special Agent Roland Metcalf, is still alive but in critical condition. Kendra joins the crowd of law 

enforcement personnel at the hospital but waiting around isn't her style. She must figure out how the 

killer did it. It's the beginning of a case with many twists and turns. As the pace of murders 

accelerates, agent-for-hire Adam Lynch joins Kendra in the pursuit, and they get help from local 

college student (and Olympic hopeful) Tricia Walton, the only one of Barrett's targeted victims to 

survive her encounter. The recovering Agent Metcalf also lends a hand, but the killer has a target 

closer than any of them realize ... and a terrifying plan they're only just beginning to understand". 

The Reluctant Countess - Eloisa James 

Giles Renwick, Earl of Lilford, has never made a fool of himself over a woman, until he 

meets Lady Yasmin Regnier. Yasmin is ineligible for his attentions in every way: not as a 

wife, certainly not as a mistress (she is a lady!), nor even as a friend, since they 

vehemently dislike each other. Her gowns are too low, and her skirts are dampened to 

cling to admittedly lovely thighs. She loves to gossip and giggle. She isn't dignified, or 

polite, or even truly British, given that her father's French ancestry clearly predominated. 

Not to mention the fact that her mother had been one of Napoleon's mistresses, a fact she makes no 

effort to hide. So, what in heaven's name possesses him to propose? And what will he do if she says 

yes? 

Secretly Yours - Tessa Bailey  

Returning home to his family's California winery, Professor Julian Vos, on sabbatical from 

his Ivy League job, finds himself distracted from his plans to write a novel by eccentric, 

chronically late, unbelievably beautiful gardener Hallie Welch, who is a burst of color in 

his gray-scale life. 

 

Someone Else's Shoes - Jojo Moyes  

"A story of mix-ups, mess-ups and making the most of second chances, this is the new 

novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Jojo Moyes, author of Me Before You 

and The Giver of Stars. Who are you when you are forced to walk in someone else's 

shoes? Nisha Cantor and Sam Kemp are two very different women. Nisha, 45, lives the 

globetrotting life of the seriously wealthy, until her husband inexplicably cuts her off 

entirely. She doesn't even have the shoes she was, until a moment ago, standing in. 

That's because Sam--47, middle-aged, struggling to keep herself and her family afloat--has 

accidentally taken Nisha's gym bag. Now Nisha's got nothing. And Sam's walking tall with shoes that 

catch eyes--and give her a career an unexpected boost. Except Nisha wants her life back--and she'll 



start with her shoes ... Someone Else's Shoes is a funny, moving and heartfelt story about how, for 

any of us just one little thing can suddenly change everything". 

Sophie's World: A Graphic Novel About the History of Philosophy - Jostein Gaarder, Vincent 

Zabus, and Nicoby (graphic novel) 

One day, Sophie receives a cryptic letter posing an intriguing question: "Who are you?" 

A second message soon follows: "Where does the world come from?" It is the beginning 

of an unusual correspondence between our curious young heroine and her mysterious 

penpal. As the questions begin to pile up, Sophie is propelled headlong into a startling 

adventure through the history of Western philosophy. Her search for answers will see 

her explore each of the major schools of thought, as she tries to uncover the true nature 

of the letters, her secretive teacher... and, above all, herself! In this witty comics adaptation, Zabus 

and Nicoby have reinvented Jostein Gaarder's novel of ideas - a beloved bestseller that has already 

won the hearts of over 50 million readers around the world - to bring Sophie's charming exploration of 

meaning and existence to a whole new medium. 

Things We Hide from the Light - Lucy Score  

"Welcome back to Knockemout, Virginia, where the heroes are broody, the heroines are 

sassy, and everyone's got a secret. Nash Morgan was always known as the good Morgan 

brother, with a smile and a wink for everyone. But now, this chief of police is recovering 

from being shot and his Southern charm has been overshadowed by panic attacks and 

nightmares. He feels like a broody shell of the man he once was. Nash isn't about to let 

anyone in his life know he's struggling. But his new next-door neighbor, smart and sexy 

Lina, sees his shadows. As a rule, she's not a fan of physical contact unless she initiates it, but for 

some reason Nash's touch is different. He feels it too. The physical connection between them is 

incendiary, grounding him and making her wonder if exploring it is worth the risk. Too bad Lina's got 

secrets of her own, and if Nash finds out the real reason she's in town, he'll never forgive her. 

Besides, she doesn't do relationships. Ever. A hot, short-term fling with a local cop? Absolutely. Sign 

her up. A relationship with a man who expects her to plant roots? No freaking way. Once she gets 

what she's after, she has no intention of sticking around. But Knockemout has a way of getting under 

people's skin. And once Nash decides to make Lina his, he's not about to be dissuaded ... even if it 

means facing the danger that nearly killed him". 

Unnatural History - Jonathan Kellerman  

"The most enduring detectives in American crime fiction are back in this electrifying thriller 

of art and brutality from the #1 New York Times bestselling master of suspense. Los 

Angeles is a city of stark contrast, the palaces of the affluent coexisting uneasily with the 

hellholes of the mad and the needy. It is that shadow world and the violence it breeds that 

draw brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis into an unsettling 

case of altruism gone wrong. On a superficially lovely morning a woman shows up for 

work with her usual enthusiasm. She's the newly hired personal assistant to a handsome, wealthy 

photographer and is ready to greet her boss with coffee and good cheer. Instead, she finds him 

slumped in bed, shot to death. The victim had recently received rave media attention for his latest 

project: images of homeless people in their personal "dream" situations, elaborately costumed and 

enacting unfulfilled fantasies. There are some, however, who view the whole thing as nothing more 

than crass exploitation, citing token payments and the victim's avoidance of any long-term 

relationships with his subjects. Has disgruntlement blossomed into homicidal rage? Or do the roots of 

violence reach down to the victim's family-a clan, sired by an elusive billionaire, that is bizarre in its 



own right? Then new murders arise, and Alex and Milo begin peeling back layer after layer of intrigue 

and complexity, culminating in one of the deadliest threats they've ever faced". 

Victory City - Salman Rushdie  

"In the wake of an insignificant battle between two long-forgotten kingdoms in fourteenth-

century southern India, a nine-year-old girl has a divine encounter that will change the 

course of history. After witnessing the death of her mother, the grief-stricken Pampa 

Kampana becomes a vessel for the goddess Parvati, who begins to speak out of the girl's 

mouth. Granting her powers beyond Pampa Kampana's comprehension, the goddess 

tells her that she will be instrumental in the rise of a great city called Bisnaga--literally 

'victory city'--the wonder of the world. Over the next two hundred and fifty years, Pampa Kampana's 

life becomes deeply interwoven with Bisnaga's, from its literal sowing out of a bag of magic seeds to 

its tragic ruination in the most human of ways: the hubris of those in power. Whispering Bisnaga and 

its citizens into existence, Pampa Kampana attempts to make good on the task that Parvati set for 

her: to give women equal agency in a patriarchal world. But all stories have a way of getting away 

from their creator, and Bisnaga is no exception. As years pass, rulers come and go, battles are won 

and lost, and allegiances shift, the very fabric of Bisnaga becomes an ever more complex tapestry--

with Pampa Kampana at its center". 


